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Abstract

A major problem in unit testing of programs is to determine which test cases to use. One
technique that is in widespread use is to take the control flowgraph from each of the program

functions and calculate a basis set of test paths. A basis set is a set of paths through the functions

that are linearly independent and the paths in the basis set can be used to construct any path through

the program flowgraph. Path construction is defined as adding or subtracting the number of times

each edge is traversed. While this is not a total solution for test case generation, it does provide a

good starting set of test cases. This paper gives an algorithm for taking a function's flowgraph and

determining a basis set of paths. Proofs that the algorithm generates a set of paths that fulfill the

above requirements are provided. A prototype tool, STest, is also discussed. Some general ideas

for further improvement are also provided.

Keywords: basis testing; branch testing; complexity measure; cyclomatic complexity; program

testing; STest; structured testing; testing
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1 Introduction

One of the biggest problems in unit testing is how to determine test cases. The tester has to

ensure that there are enough tests to do thorough testing, but not so many tests that all of the limited

testing time is used up. There are several different techniques to pick test cases including using

boundary cases, dataflow testing and branch testing[BEIZER90]. No single technique can supply
sufficient test cases, so usually a combination of techniques are used. This paper address one of
those techniques, basis set testing. A basis set is a set of linearly independent paths that can be used
to construct any path through the program flow graph. In this paper, we examine a method that

determines a set of paths for basis testing and give proofs that the algorithm fulfills the

requirements of basis testing. In this section an overview of basis testing will be given. Section 2

presents the algorithm and proof of the algorithm. Section 3 describes Stest, a prototype testing tool

which implements the algorithm. Section 4 presents conclusions.

Testing techniques can be divided into various categories. Black box testing ignores the

internals of the software unit. Structured testing is, on the other hand, "Testing that takes into

account the internal mechanism of a system or component" [IEEE6 10]. This can be further

subdivided into different types including path testing, "Testing designed to execute all or selected

paths through a computer program" [IEEE6 10] and branch testing, "Testing designed to execute

each outcome of each decision point in a computer program" [IEEE6 10]. Basis testing, also known
as Structured Testing[SP500-99], is a hybrid between these two techniques. The test paths in a

basis set fulfill the requirements of branch testing and also test all of the paths that could be used to

construct any arbitrary path through the graph.

Any function in a program* can be represented as a control flow graph. The nodes in this

graph are program statements, while the directed edges are flow of control. Two nodes can be

either unconnected, connected by an edge in either direction or connected by an edge in each

direction. When tracing a path from the source to the sink, a backedge is a edge that leads back to a

node that has already been visited. A flowgraph contains one source node and one sink. A source

node is a node which has no incoming edges, while a sink node is a node with no outgoing edges.

A program function may have more than one sink, but this graph can be converted into a graph with

only one sink as described in section 2. Some languages also allow more than one source. This

construct is very rare and not used in Structured Programming[LINGER79].
A basis set is a set of linearly independent test paths. A path can be associated with a

vector, where each element in the vector is the number of times that an edge is traversed. For

example, consider a graph with 4 edges: a, b, c and d. The path ac can be represented by the vector

[10 10]. Paths are combined by adding or subtracting the paths' vector representations. Each path

in the basis set can not be formed as a combination of other paths in the basis set. Also, any path

through the control flow graph can be formed as a combination of paths in the basis set.

Figure 1 shows a simplified control flow graph. While a complete flow graph would not

have two edges going to the same destination, this requirement has been relaxed to keep the number

of paths to a manageable size for this example. A basis set for this graph is (ac, ad, be). The path

bd can be constructed by the combination be + ad - ac as shown in Table 1. The set (ac, bd] is not

a basis set, because there is no way to construct the path ad. The set {ac, ad, bd} is also a basis set.

Basis sets are not unique; thus a flowgraph can have more than one basis set.

’This is assuming that the language is a procedural language which is what most testing

techniques assume.
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McCabe's complexity measure[MCCABE76] is a software metric that attempts to evaluate

how complex a function is. The number of paths in the basis set is equal to the complexity

measure of that function. The value of the complexity measure is equal to the cyclomatic

complexity of the flowgraph if all of the edges were undirected instead of directed. This can be

calculated as equal to e - n + 2, where e is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes.
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Figure 1. Simplified Control Flowgraph

Edge bd be be + ad be + ad - ac

a 0 0 1 0

b 1 1 1 1

c 0 1 1 0

d 1 0 1 1

Table 1. Demonstration of Path Construction
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2 The Algorithm and Proofs

The algorithm for our basis set method is a modified depth-first search algorithm. The
search starts at the source node and recursively descends down all possible outgoing paths. If the

node visited has never been visited before, a default outgoing edge is picked, then the current path

is split into new paths that traverse each outgoing edge, going down the default edge first. The
default edge is any edge which is not a back edge or which later causes a node to have two
incoming edges. For example, in the test condition of a pre-test loop, the default edge would be the

edge which exits from the loop. If the edge that traversed the body of the loop was chosen, then a

back edge from the last node in the body to the test condition node would have to be traversed later.

If the node visited is a sink (no exit edges), then a path in the basis set has been found. Otherwise,

the path traverses the default edge. A pseudo-code outline of this method is as follows:

FindBasis( node)

if this node is a sink

print out this path as a solution

else if this node has not been visited before

mark the node as visited

label a default edge

FindBasis( destination of default edge)

for all other outgoing edges, FindBasis( destination of edge)

else

FindBasis( destination of default edge).

The flowgraph from Figure 1 can be used to demonstrate this method. The algorithm starts

at the source node. The default edge can be either edge, let us pick a. Edge a is traversed and the

intermediate node visited. Edge c is picked as the default edge for the intermediate node. Edge c is

traversed and the final node visited. There are no outgoing edges, so path ac is added to the basis

set. The algorithm has traversed the default edge of the intermediate node, so now d is traversed.

The destination is again the sink, so ad is added to the basis set. The intermediate node has had all

of its edges traversed, therefore b from the source node is traversed. The destination of b is the

intermediate node which has been visited before. Therefore the default edge c leading to the sink is

traversed and the path be is added to the basis set. The source has had all outgoing edges traversed,

so the algorithm terminates. A program trace of this example would look as follows:

FindBasis( source)

pick default => a

FindBasis( destination(a)) =>FindBasis( intermediate)

pick default ^ c

FindBasis( destination(c)) =^FindBasis(sink)

print ac

FindBasis( destination(d)) =>FindBasis(sink)

print ad

FindBasis( destination(b)) =>FindBasis( intermediate)

FindBasis( destination( default)) =i>FindBasis(c) ^FindBasis( sink)

print be
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There are three assumptions that are required for this algorithm to work:

Assumption 1. There exists one source and one sink

Assumption 2. From the source, there exists a path to any node
Assumption 3. From any node, there exists a path to the sink

The algorithm will produce a basis set if there is more than one sink, but the number of

paths determined is no longer equal to the complexity of the flowgraph. To convert a flowgraph
with more than one sink to one with one sink, add edges to one sink from all of the other sinks in

the graph. Assumption 2 means that the function contains no unreachable code, while

Assumption 3 prohibits useless code.

For the paths generated by this algorithm to form a basis set, three theorems must be true:

Theorem 1. Each edge in the control graph will be traversed

Theorem 2. The set of paths in the basis set are linearly independent.

Theorem 3. Any path through the control graph can be formed as a combination of

paths of the basis set.

Theorem 1 is required to show that the set of paths produced by the algorithm can be used

for branch testing. Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are needed to show that the paths are a basis set.

Because of the complexity of the proofs for Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, the proofs will be done in

two steps. The first step is to generate paths using a flowgraph with certain edges marked and

prove that Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are true for that marked flowgraph. The second step will

show that the algorithm produces the same set of paths as does the method using the marked
flowgraph.

2.1 Proof of Theorem 1

To prove Theorem 1, we wall first prove Lemma 1.1 which states that all nodes will be

visited, then show that all of the edges are traversed.

Lemma 1.1. All nodes will be visited.

This can be proven by induction on the length of the path between nodes.

Base Case: If a node is the destination of an edge from a visited node, then that node

will be visited.

This follows because when the previous node is first visited, all outgoing edges will be

traversed and their destination nodes will be visited.

Induction Step: Assume that any node that is n steps away from a visited node will be

visited, prove that a node n+1 steps away will be visited.
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When the parent of the n+1 node, which is n steps away, is visited, all of it's outgoing edges

will be traversed. Since the n+lst node is a destination of one of these edges, it must be visited.

This proves the inductive step. We start the algorithm at the source node and know from

Assumption 2 that a path can be traced from the source to any node, therefore Lemma 1.1 is tme.

On the first visit all edges out of a node will be traversed. Since Lemma 1.1 shows that all

the nodes will be visited, we know that all the outgoing edges of all nodes will be traversed.

Therefore all of the edges in the control graph are traversed as Theorem 1 states.

2.2 Proof of Theorem 2

Proving Theorem 2 is more complex. First we will examine a flow graph and label some
of the edges. We will then construct a set of paths from this labeled flowgraph and show that the

paths are linear independent. In section 2.4, we will show that our algorithm generates this set of

paths.

Label one outgoing edge of each node by performing a depth-first search from the sink and

reversing the arcs. The marked edges form a spanning tree. A spanning tree is a graph where all of

the nodes are connected and the removal of any edge causes the graph to become disconnected. See

Figure 2 for a sample marked graph.
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We will now prove three lemmas:

Lemma 2.1 The marked edges, ignoring arc direction, form a spanning tree.

Lemma 2.2 This is one and only one path of only marked edges from the source to

the sink.

Lemma 2.3 There are e-n+1 chords (unmarked edges).

Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 are true because the graph is generated by a depth first search.

If e is the total number of edges and there are n-1 marked edges, there must be e-(n-l) unmarked
edges, so Lemma 2.3 is true. These edges are called chords.

We will now add paths to the set of basis paths. The goal is to associate each path with an
unique chord. The one marked path through the graph is the first path to be placed in the basis set.

Now add all additional paths from the source to the sink that include only one chord. There are

some chords that are not on paths in the basis set. For each remaining chord c, it is impossible to

trace a path from the source to c without including another chord d. Some paths will have more

than one d chord. Chord d is called a required chord for c.

We know that there exists a separate path in the basis set that includes d but not c. The
node at the head of c must have a marked outgoing edge since every node has one outgoing edge

marked. This edge would have been chosen over c for traversal because this would be a path with

only one chord.

All of the paths in the set are linearly independent, because each path is associated with an

edge (the chord) that no other path contains. The only exception are the paths that have required

chords. The path with both the required chord and the unique chord can not be eliminated from the

basis set because it is the only path that contains the new chord. There is no combination that will

include that chord. The path with only the required edge can not be eliminated because there are no
paths that contain the new edge without the required chord. There is no way to create a linear

combination that is equivalent to the path with only the required edge. This shows that Theorem 2

is true.

2.3 Proof of Theorem 3

Theorem 3 states that any path through the flow graph can be generated as a linear

combination of paths in the basis set. This will be shown by considering the arbitrary path p to be a

combination of chords of the graph. To construct p, for each chord in p, add the basis set path

associated with that chord the number of times the chord appears in p. The combination of paths

will now have some extra traverses of marked edges. These can be removed by subtracting the path

of only marked edges the required number of times.

For an example, use the flowgraph from Figure 1. Edges a and c are the marked edges.

The basis set is
{
ac, ad, be}. The path bd is created by adding the path containing the chord b,

which is path be, and the path ad, which contains the chord d. There is an extra occurrence of the

edges a and c. These are removed by subtracting path ac, the path containing only marked edges.

An example using looping uses the flow graph in figure 3. The construction of path

adadbc is presented in Table 2. The basis set of the flowgraph is
{
ac, be, adac}. The chords are b

and d. Constructing the path first uses the path associated with chord b, path be, once because b

only appears once in the target path. The other chord d appears twice so the basis path adac

appears twice in the set. All of the chords are now in the set, but there are two extra occurrences of

edges a and c. These are removed by subtracting the vector of the all marked-edge path ac.
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Figure 3. Simplified Flowgraph with Looping

Edge adadbc be be + 2(adae) be + 2(adae) - 2(ae)

a 2 0 4 2

b 1 1 1 1

c 1 1 3 1

d 2 0 2 2

Table 2. Path Construction for Complex Example
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2.4 The Algorithm Generates the Marked Spanning Tree

The final step is to show that the basis set algorithm generates the marked spanning tree

used for the previous proofs. This can be shown to be true by examining the set of default edges

generated by the algorithm. The default edges generated by the algorithm are the same as the

marked edges of the spanning tree. Each node will have one outgoing edge marked. If the flows

were reversed in direction, this would be equivalent to each node having one incoming edge

marked. Since each node is visited and only n-1 edges are marked, the marked edges have to

form a spanning tree. The default edge out of a node representing a test condition has to be

carefully selected to ensure that all of the nodes are visited. For example, in a pre-test loop, the

edge representing the exit case must be taken. If the edge representing the body of the loop was
taken, the last node of the body will mark the edge going into the testing node. There would be

no way to visit the node that is the destination of the exit edge because the node has already

marked its one outgoing edge.
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3 STest

STest is a prototype tool built to implement the basis set algorithm. It relies on another tool,

unravel[NISTIR5691] to generate the program flow graphs, unravel is a static analysis tool that

performs program slicing[WEISER84]. As part of it's processing, it generates an intermediate

representation of the program including control and data flow. A LIE (language independent

format) file is this intermediate format. LIE is described as follows in [NISTIR5691]:

The language independent format represents the program as an annotated

flow graph of nodes and edges. Nodes are generated to represent semantic or

syntactic units of the program that correspond to statements or parts of statements.

Edges are of two types, controlflow and requires. A controlflow edge between two

nodes indicates the flow of control from one node to the other. The requires edges

from a node indicate other nodes that should be included in any slice containing the

node the edges are from. The requires edges are a general mechanism for

specifying control dependence between nodes, pieces of required source code, or

other slicing dependencies. The annotations specify location of corresponding

source code, variables referenced or assigned and special statements such as goto

and return.

The input of the STest program is a LIE file and the program source file. The LIE file

contains the flow control graph information for all of the functions in that source code file. The LIE
file also contains the mapping of the nodes to the source code file. The base name of the LIE file is

assumed to be the same as the source code file. For example, filel.lif is the LIE file created from
filel.c.

The program has two main components, the representation of the control flow graph and the

parser function. The job of the parser is to take the LIF file and construct the control flowgraph.

The parser function takes the representation as a input parameter and calls methods of the

representation to create the control flowgraph.

The control flow graph is implemented as a FlowGraph object. This object contains data of

each of the nodes in the source file, a list of which nodes are source nodes and the current path

through the graph. Each node in the flow graph contains the number of incoming paths into the

node, the number of outgoing paths into the node, any program text associated with the node,

whether that node has been visited as part of the search and a linked list of all of the nodes which
are adjacent to the node. There is a unique identification number, the NodelD, assigned to each of

the nodes to distinguish them. The FlowGraph object has methods which perform the following

operations:

• initialize a new flowgraph
• make a edge between two nodes
• add source code to a node
• make a node a source node
• traverse a node as part of a search

• traverse the entire set of graphs, starting at each source node.
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The initialize step sets of the values for each node to defaults. Connecting two nodes adds a

node to the starting node's linked list of adjacent nodes. It also increments the outgoing count of the

start node and the incoming count of the ending node. Testing to see if two nodes are connected

searches the linked list of the start node to see if the end node is present. The return value of the

function is true if the end node is present, otherwise it is false. To add source code to a node

requires the starting line and column of the text and the ending line and column. The program
searches the source code file for the text and then copies it into the data for that node. Making a

node a source node involves adding the NodelD number to a list of the source nodes.

Traversing a node is the heart of the program. The function checks to see if there are any

outgoing paths from the node. If there ^ae no outgoing edges, then this node is a sink and the path

is printed out. If the node has not been visited, the function determines a default edge according to

the algorithm. The function then marks the node as visited and then traverses all of the outgoing

edges starting with the default edge. If the node was visited, then traverse is called recursively on

the node that is the destination of the default edge. The program starts by traversing each start node

in turn.

There are several extensions that can be made to improve STest. A major one is to add

Myer's extension to the complexity measure[MYERS77]. The test condition for flow of control

constructs can be a combination of conditions. This condition could be rewritten as two or more

control constructs. For example, the test A and B for an if-clause can be rewritten as two nested if-

clauses. The complexity for the first construct is 2, while the second construct has a complexity of

3. Both variations have the same effect. Myers proposed to extend the complexity measure by

counting the boolean operations in the test condition. This would allow both constructs to have the

same complexity value. In the first case, the construct has a complexity of 2 plus 1 for the "and" for

a final complexity of 3. Myer's paper contains a fuller discussion.
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4 Conclusions

This report presents a method for determining a basis set for testing. The basis set gives the

unit tester a set of paths that can help in determining test cases for testing. The algorithm presented

lends itself well to automatic testing. There are several limitations to the technique. The major

limitation is that the method is unreliable on unstructured code. Useful test cases may be generated,

but the number of paths in the basis set is no longer equal to the complexity measure of the

flowgraph.

This algorithm provides a set of paths, but it does not provide data that can be used in the

actual execution of the test cases. The data is impossible to provide for some functions. For

example, in the following C function, there is no value of x that will execute the body in the first

statement, but not execute the body in the second.

void f( int x)
{

if(x<5)y = 2;

if ( X < 5) z = 1;

}

Basis set testing is not a complete testing solution, see [BEIZER90] and [EVANG84] for a

discussion. Basis set testing does provide a good starting point. More test cases using other

techniques can then be added for better testing coverage.
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